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MOLITOR is delighted once again to have been recognised in the 2020 edition of The Legal
500 directory for our legal services in seven practice areas.

MOLITOR is again ranked as a top-tier firm in Luxembourg in the category of Dispute
Resolution. The Legal 500 says that MOLITOR’s Dispute Resolution team, led by the “highly
educated Michel Molitor, who himself is very well linked to Luxembourg and has lots of
international relations” provides “attentive and highly professional advice”. Both Michel Molitor
and the firm’s newest partner, Armel Waisse, are listed as leading individuals in the newly
published directory. François Cautaerts, another partner in the Dispute Resolution team, is
known to be responsive and have “practical resolutions in mind” for his clients. The team is also
proud to have Paulo Lopes Da Silva (Partner), who is renowned for his litigation expertise in
construction disputes.

Our firm is also recommended by The Legal 500 for Banking, Finance and Capital Markets;
Commercial, Corporate and M&A; Employment; Insurance; IP and IT; and Real Estate and
Construction.

The head of our IP and IT department, Virginie Liebermann (Counsel), is cited in The Legal
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500’s 2020 directory as “highly knowledgeable and reliable”. The directory states that
MOLITOR’s employment practice, headed by Régis Muller (Partner), has a “strong reputation
acting for senior executives in the financial sector, with work including advice on redundancy
situations and unfair dismissal cases”.

The Legal 500 gives highly positive testimony to our Real Estate lawyers, saying of Stéphanie
Juan (Partner) that she “has a lot of knowledge and can apply this to tricky subjects. She is
brilliant in researching the doctrine and the jurisprudence.” Furthermore, Sophie Lamothe
(Counsel) who deals with Commercial matters and Dispute Resolution is cited as being “very
pugnacious and smart in solving complicated problems.” Our head of Corporate and M&A,
Chan Park (Partner), is mentioned in this latest directory as “responsive and
knowledgeable” and “particularly strong at handling the Luxembourg aspects of cross-border
M&A mandates, including those with a Korean nexus”.

We are very proud to have received such positive feedback and to be ranked in this prestigious
legal directory.
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